Temperature behavior and memory effect in standard spin valves ͑SV͒ and SVs with synthetic antiferromagnetic ͑Co/Ru/Co͒ ͑SV-SAF͒ subsystems have been studied. SV-SAFs show much better temperature stability. Memory effect refers to the phenomenon that the exchange bias can be altered at temperatures (T R 's) much lower than the blocking temperature (T B ), and these temperatures (T R 's) are imprinted into SVs. The memory effect greatly deteriorates the magnetoresistance behaviors in SV. Our results suggest that the memory effect is caused by a distribution of local blocking temperatures (T b 's). The magnetization state in the pinned layer is critical in determining the temperature behavior of H E and magnetoresistance. By partially reversing the magnetization in the pinned ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ layers, we are able to separate the temperature dependencies of the local exchange bias (H e ) associated with regions consisting of different T b 's. Two features have been observed: ͑1͒ the local exchange bias (H e ) with a narrow T b distribution has a weak temperature dependence; ͑2͒ the simple algebraic sum of local H e 's nearly reproduce the total H E with the difference between these two quantities representing the domain wall energy in the FM layer. On the other hand, SV-SAFs show strong resistance to memory effects because of two factors; the strong exchange coupling through the Ru layer, and the net magnetic moment of Co/Ru/Co layers in SV-SAF being close to zero. The former makes the two SV-SAF FM layers behave coherently, while the latter makes the interaction between the SV-SAF and the external field negligibly small. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0021-8979͑99͒08621-1͔
Since the introduction of spin-valve structures in 1991, 1 there has been extensive research into the mechanisms of the exchange coupling between ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ and antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ layers, 2-9 in part due to their promising applications in recording heads 10 and magnetic memories.
11
A standard spin valve ͑SV͒ consists of free and pinned layers separated by a Cu layer, i.e., FM/Cu/FM/AFM. There are two drawbacks in this structure. 12, 13 First, the magnetostatic coupling between two FM layers becomes increasingly large as the size of device is reduced. 13 This magnetostatic coupling causes significant bias problems with small size read heads intended to achieve high recording densities. Second, for most of the AFM pinning materials ͑except NiMn, IrMn͒, the pinning strength decreases rapidly as the temperature increases.
14 Consequently, there is no well-defined antiparallel state far below the blocking temperature, and magnetoresistance ͑MR͒ is significantly reduced. These problems can be addressed, or improved, by inserting a synthetic antiferromagnetic ͑SAF͒ subsystem into the SV ͑FM/Cu/FM/Ru/ FM/AFM͒. Because a thin Ru layer ͑0.5-1.0 nm͒ induces a very strong antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling (J) between neighboring FM layers, the magnetostatic effect on the free layer is mostly canceled when the thickness of the two FM layers is similar. Furthermore, the temperature stability is greatly improved in this SV with a ͑SAF͒ subsystem, since J has much better temperature characteristics than the direct exchange between AFM and pinned FM layers. 13 Although much progress has been made to improve the SV structures, and many theories have been proposed [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] to explain the different aspects in these structures, the fundamental mechanism of exchange between FM and AFM remains elusive.
Recently, a phenomenon called ''memory effect'' has been observed in exchange biased FM/AFM bilayer systems. 20 This effect manifests itself in two ways: ͑1͒ exchange bias H E can be significantly modified with a moderate field large enough to change the magnetization state in the pinned FM layer at any temperature; ͑2͒ the FM/AFM bilayer system memorizes the temperature at which the H E was altered, thus called memory effect. This effect has serious technical implications, because different magnetization states in the pinned FM layer, even at a temperature far below the blocking temperature, could substantially change the behavior of the exchange, which leads to the conclusion that a moderate field ͑sometimes maybe less than exchange bias͒ can destroy the MR behavior of the spin valves. In this article, we have demonstrated that the memory effect is indeed observed in SV with adverse effects on MR. We have also offered a solution to effectively suppress this memory effect. These experimental results provide additional information to understand the memory effect, since we are able to infer the magnetization state in the pinned FM layer from the MR studies.
Samples were fabricated at room temperature in a standard magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of 5 ϫ10 Ϫ8 Torr. Metal layers were all dc sputtered while the NiO layer is rf sputtered at 4 mTorr. have been made and are as follows ͑with units in nm͒, NiO-SV of Si/NiO͑45͒/Co͑3͒/Cu͑2.5͒/Co͑1͒/NiFe͑5͒/Ta͑5͒, NiO-SV-SAF of Si/NiO͑45͒/Co͑3͒/Ru͑0.7͒/Co͑3.5͒/Cu͑2.5͒/ Co͑1͒/NiFe͑5͒/Ta͑5͒, FeMn-SV of Si/Ta͑5͒/NiFe͑5͒/Co͑1͒/ Cu͑2.5͒/Co͑2͒/FeMn͑15͒/Ta͑5͒, and FeMn-SV-SAF of Si/ Ta͑5͒/NiFe͑5͒/Co͑1͒/Cu͑2.5͒/Co͑1͒/Ru͑7͒/Co͑2͒/FeMn͑15͒/ Ta͑5͒. Magnetic properties were measured in a vibrating sample magnetometer ͑VSM͒. MR measurements were carried out using the standard four-probe technique, with a standard dimension of 15 mmϫ1.5 mm. First we investigated the temperature behavior in these structures. The exchange bias was created by cooling the sample in a magnetic field of 100 Oe from above the Néel temperatures (T N ) of NiO and FeMn, which are around 200°C 10 and 150°C, 21 respectively. The temperature dependence of MR is shown in Fig. 1 . It is evident that the MR of SV ͑circles͒ drops dramatically above 70°C ͑for FeMn͒ and 100°C ͑for NiO͒. This can be ascribed to the quick drop of H E as temperatures increase. In the case of NiO, at a moderate temperature of 120°C, there is no well-defined antiparallel state as shown in the inset of Fig. 1͑b͒ . The situation is even worse in FeMn-SV. On the other hand, well-defined rectangular MR curves are observed in SV-SAFs even at the highest measuring temperature. However, in both structures, we have observed an irreversible resistance increase ͑Ͻ0.2%͒ at room temperature after they are subjected to high temperatures (Ͼ120°C). The effects may be due to either interdiffusion or oxidation.
We next investigated the memory effect, which indicated that exchange bias can be dramatically altered at a temperature far below the blocking temperature T B . If the magnetization in the pinned FM layer (M P ) is reversed by the external field at this temperature T R , the magnitude of exchange bias H E is much reduced at TϽT R , and its direction could be reversed as well. In addition, this temperature T R will be imprinted ͑memory effect͒ in the FM/AFM bilayers, such as above T R , H E retrieves its original value as obtained previously in a standard field cool. We have investigated two scenarios where M P is completely, or partially, reversed at T R . In the former case, we used FeMn-SV since H E is smaller than that in NiO-SV and one can easily reverse M P . We cooled the sample from 160°C in a field of 100 Oe. At T R ϭ80°C, we reversed the field to Ϫ100 Oe and continued the field cooling to room temperature. A similar procedure was applied to the NiO-SV case except that T R ϭ120°C. Figure 2͑a͒ shows MR curves for samples with a standard field cool ͑squares͒ and reversed field cool ͑circles͒. The direction of H E is already reversed, and the magnitude of H E is reduced. What is more important is that the magnetoresistance does not reach the highest value that is achieved in its original antiparallel state between the free and the pinned FM layers. In other words, in a zero field, the pinned FM layer is no longer a single domain with uniform magnetization. This feature has important implications in under- 2 . MR curves at room temperature for samples with a standard field cool ͑solid squares͒ and a cooling field reversed at the T R ͑open circles͒. In both cases, the magnetic cooling field strength is 100 Oe. standing the mechanism for the H E , as we will further discuss later.
In the case of a partial magnetization reversal at T R , the results are similar in FeMn-SV and NiO-SV. For the sake of clarity, and without any loss of generality, we will use the NiO-SV case ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ to illustrate this phenomenon. In this case, a field of 100 Oe is not large enough to completely reverse M P . The fact that the resistance does not reach its minimum and maximum values strongly suggests that M P is not well aligned. Magnetic measurements indicate that, in the case of partial magnetization reversal at T R , there exist two exchange biases with opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 3 . The results again support the existence of magnetic domains in the pinned FM layer for the samples subjected to a reverse field at T R ϽT B . Furthermore, it indicates that the magnetization state in a FM layer is critical in determining the properties of the H E . The temperature dependence of the H E for both cases is plotted in Fig. 4 . T R is clearly remembered by the system. There are mainly two types of explanations for mechanisms of H E . One is based on the ''random field model'' as first introduced by Malozemoff 16 where the random distribution of H E is due to either grain size distribution in AFM, or surface defects. 9, 19, 22 The other argues that domain structure in AFM is crucial. 15 The latter argument has been used to explain the memory effect. 20 It was argued that the exchange information is stored in a domain wall parallel to the interface in the AFM layer with its width decreasing with decreasing temperature. Consequently, fewer AFM atomic layers are affected by the magnetization state in the FM layer at lower temperatures. The exchange bias information is frozen into those AFM layers. If this argument is true, the magnetization in the FM layer would still be aligned at zero field ͑single domain state͒, since all AFM layers close to interface will be equally affected. Therefore the MR should still retain its original value. This has not been seen in our experiments, and clearly shows that the pinned FM is in a multidomain state.
Our data are consistent with the random field model, i.e., there are regions in AFM layers with different local exchange bias (H e ) and blocking temperatures (T b ). The measured H E values are a statistical average of all these local exchange biases (H e 's) from different regions. At T R , only those regions with T b less than T R will be affected. If the field is reversed, but not large enough to overcome the exchange in the regions with the T b ϾT R , one should expect to see two exchange biases in opposite directions. This is the case in NiO-SV as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . The H E versus temperature is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . It is also reasonable to assume that those H e 's with T b ϾT R will not be affected by the reverse field. The temperature dependence of the middle and lower curves ͑circles͒ is thus the temperature dependence of the H e with T R ϽT b ϽT B and T b ϽT R , respectively, plus the interaction among these regions. In the case of FeMn, due to the similar values of H E and H C of the pinned layer, a more careful cooling procedure is designed to separate out H E , and the exact same trend is observed. 23 It is interesting to observe that the middle curve has a much weaker temperature dependence, which is an anticipated result in an ideal film with a unique blocking temperature T B , or a narrow T b distribution. Furthermore, the original top curve is nearly reproduced by adding the magnitudes of the bottom two curves, with the difference between these two curves plotted in the inset. Similar results have been ob- served in the case of FeMn. In the model with blocking temperature distribution, if the interactions among different grains are negligible, the total H E is the sum of all local H e 's plus the interaction among different domains in the FM layer. 16 The difference plotted in the inset thus refers to the domain wall energy in the FM layer.
Our experiments also show that a pulsed field at the T R generates similar results, as long as the magnetization state is changed in the pinned FM. These results have serious technical consequences. The memory effect can destroy the clear spin configuration just by applying a moderate pulse field, even at temperatures far below the blocking temperature. To solve this problem, one needs to increase the pining of the pinned FM layer so that a moderate field cannot alter its magnetization state. This can be achieved in SV with synthetic antiferromagnetic ͑SAF͒ systems, i.e., FeMn-SV-SAF and NiO-SV-SAF. In this type of structure, the pinned layer is reinforced by the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling (J) between two cobalt layers separated by a Ru layer. This coupling strength is much stronger than that of the exchange bias, and is much more thermally stable. 13 In addition, the net magnetic moment of the SV-SAF structure is close to zero, and that makes its interaction with an external field very small. The results are shown in Fig. 5 where MR curves in samples with a cooling field ͑dc or pulsed͒ reversed at the T R overlap with the MR curves obtained in a standard field cool. Therefore, the memory effect is completely suppressed.
To summarize, we have shown that SV-SAFs have much better temperature stability than SVs. The memory effects that greatly deteriorate the MR behaviors in SV are caused by the distribution of blocking temperatures, consistent with the random field model. By partially reversing the magnetization in the pinned FM layers, one can separate the temperature dependencies of different regions with different T b 's. The temperature dependence with a narrow T b distribution is much weaker. And the total H E is merely a simple algebraic sum of all local H e 's plus the domain wall energy in the FM layer. The magnetization state in pinned layers is critical in determining the temperature behavior of H E and MR. SV-SAF not only have much better temperature stability, but also provide additional pinning to the pinned FM layer, thus resisting the memory effects.
